finance ofLocal Government
In the counn- boroughs the application of the formula, thus
modified, completed the process of distribution; but in the counties
the county apportionment had still to be divided between the county
council and the municipal borough, urban, and rural district coun-
cils* This was done by allotting to each 'urban* council a grant at a
fixed rate per head of its population—the rate in the first grant period
was izs. 6^., and in the second i2j\ id.—and to each rural council
a grant at one-fifth of that rate. There were also certain minor grants
to councils which maintained maternity services or had suffered by
de-rating a loss of special or parish rates. After these sums had been
deducted, the rest of the count}' apportionment went to the county
council.
Now this is a complicated but extremely interesting attempt to
apply a new principle—assistance according to need—as a basis for
the distribution of central government grants to local authorities.
What were its effects in the Oxford district up to the end of the year
1935-6?
TABLE 50
Composition of the general exchequer formula
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Oxford C.B.       ;    1928
';    1932
1936 
73,930
81,260
90,140 
29,572
22,753
23,436 
7,817        3,19$ 
07-53?          45%5
15,0:2          41-6
: 7,335          3^-2 
Berkshire 
1928
1932 
216,310
217,130 
95,276
86,852 
83,301           ..       _   153.0:3
77,i6S   '       . .       '   142,220 
47,305         153-2
23,370         141-0 
Oxfordshire 
1928
1932 
124,670 ; 67,322
130,720   |   57,5*7 
67,938   ;       ..       ,   i59.5?5
72,027   '       ..           156,155   ,   . 
i9,S5o        236-5 
In Oxford City the immediate loss of rates through de-rating was
comparatively small,1 for agricultural property was unimportant, and
the amount of industrial and transport property was, in 1929, still
small. But the subsequent loss was much greater, for the amount of
partially de-rated industrial property has increased rapidly since 1929;
and against this loss of potential revenue Oxford is, of course, not
protected by the transitional arrangements for grant distribution in
the first three grant periods. Moreover, the formula itself is unfavour-
able to Oxford, for the city is well above the average in the matter
1 See Tables 50 and 51, where the composition of one formula and the amoiints of
the aprx>rtionments for Oxford County Borough, Berkshire, and Oxfordshire are given
for the first and second grant periods.

